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ABSTRACT
This

study

was

comprehension.

an

analysis �f

an

aspect

of

oral

language

The major purpose was to evaluate the impact of the

facilitating effect of a knowledge of a narrative text framework,
upon listeners' comprehension of narratives.
One research question was addressed:

In the immediate recall of a

simple, unfamiliar narrative text, presented orally, once only,
will year six

listeners

who have

been

taught

the schematic

structure of narratives perform significantly better than similar
year six students who have not?
A teacher-devised listening text was modified from an S.R.A. (1975)
listening kit.

The results of that test were used as a classifying

variable to place students into groups on the basis of being
"skilful" or "less-skilful" listeners.
To investigate the research question, a simple pre-test-treatment
post-test design was used, consisting of two experimental groups
and two control groups.
The testing procedure for the pre-text and post-test was identical.
It consisted of Ss in both the experimental and control groups
listening to a taped story, followed by each subject's immediate,
free recall of the story.

The data made available through the

recounts, were analysed according to two quantifiable dimensions;
iii

1.

amount of information recalled, and

2.

the sequence in which the �tory was recalled.

The treatment given to the experimental groups involved a selection
of activities and strategies. These included one focused, teaching
session, an activity involving language reconstruction, and, the
application of the knowledge of the narrative structure to Ss' own
writing of a narrative.
The results of the p�e-test

and post-test

were statistically

analysed using a one-tailed t-test.
It was concluded that, for the rest ricted sample of year six
listeners investigated,
standard

schematic

those students who had been taught

structure

for

the

writing

of

a

narratives,

performed significantly better than similar students who had not .
More specifically , subjects who had internalised the narrative
schema were better able to comprehend and recall a specific,
orally-presented, narrative text than subjects who did not possess
such a schema.
Since this study was designed as a pilot study only.

Further

research using a larger sample is required to establish the
generalizability of these findings.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
Since research into the use of language has been first documented,
from about the second half of the nineteenth century (Wundt, 1897),
the quection of how readers and/or listeners comprehend text, has
been of major concern.
Much of this earlier work into language comprehension, although it
was concerned with the analysis and manipulation of spoken and/or
written text, was directed towards the investigation of the impact
of fragments of language such as its sounds and individual words,
upon listeners' or readers' understanding, rather than sentences,
paragraphs and longer sequences of language.
This work led to the notion that language competence could be
enhanced through a mastery of a set of skills, e.g., phonic skills,
which needed to be practised regularly.

Thus,

this view of

language use emphastzed the text as being the major source of
information.

Because this view was 'text-based', the contribution

to effective language comprehension by the reader or listener was
largely overlooked.

la
After the mid-sixties, researchers such as Paul Kolers (1970),
Smith and Holmes (1971), and o·thers, turned the research thrust
towards the language user him/herself.

The work of Minsky (1975),

Schank (1975) and Abelson (1977) furthered the emphasis on the
language.

They examined the working of the human brain and

language processing and investigated hypothetical processing and
information storage constraints.

The work of Kintsch (1974) and

Anderson (1977) investigated cognitive functioning in language
processing in terms of schemata.

This led to further work on the

role of schemata in language processing by others, e. g. Pearson and
Johnson (1978) and Rumelhart (1975).
A recent focus in language research has been to analyse the nature
of the structure around which various types of text are written.
Writers who have explored these text structures include Martin
(1985), and Christie (1985).
The research of this last group of investigators has considered the
empowering effect upon writers of a knowledge of a variety of text
structures.

Interestingly, these researchers have not seen these

text genres or structures as frameworks in terms of schema theory.
The time now seems to be appropriate to base a language-processing
study on text frameworks seen as schemata and their comprehension
enhancing power upon listeners and readers.
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The .......................................
Problem

Although there has been a significant amount of research pertaining
to the comprehension of narrative texts as a way of inquiring into
language processing, much of this work has failed to acknowledge
the active role of the language user.
"Schema-theory"

provides a way of explaining how individuals

interact with a text using a store of background information, i. e. ,
semantic and syntactic information, in order to make comprehending
possible.

In this theory,

schemata can be described as the

organizing structures in the brain which facilitate information
processing and retrieval (Moates and Schumacher, 1980).
The literature,
Schumacher

e.g. ,

Cohen and Graessar

(1980) and Pearson

specific to language
retrieve stories.

(1980),

Moates and

(198 5) suggests that schemata,

processing,

are used to comprehend and

These stories share a common structure, e. g.

setting, initiating event, complication, resolution and coda.

This

structure is the type which writers in Western Culture use when
they create stories.
Experience in reading and/or listening to stories appears to enable
children to build an unrefined schema.

That is, language-users

internalise the framework as an unsophisticated schema,
facilitates language processing (Applebee, 1978).

which
I·
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When the language-user constructs a schema in refined form, it
functions as a high level, general structure, which subsumes other
lower-level schemata, or sub-schemata.

These sub-schemata contain

quite specific information which pertain to each particular element
in the framework for the processing of narratives.
incoming

narrative

information

is

read

or

Thus, when

heard,

i.e.,

comprehended, it is processed up the schema hierarchy, from a
specific to general representation of meaning.

That is,

the

language-user makes use of both higher order and lower order
information and the relationships which operate among them.
Applebee (1978) and Mcconaughy (198 2), suggest that many children
do not naturally develop a refined understanding of the narrative
structure.

Therefore, these children might profit from instruction

which attempts to impart this knowledge.

Such instruction may

enable them to generate hypotheses based on these structured
elements and the information which each subsumes.

Thus,

the

possession of these structured elements as advance organisers may
permit and encourage the reader/listener to formulate hypotheses
about the way in which a specific narrative has been developed and,
thus, should be understood.
The Purpose of the Study

The general purpose of the study was to investigate aspects of the
comprehension of oral stories.

Specifically, it evaluated the

impact of the facilitating effect of a knowledge of a particular
text

framework,

upon

the

subjects'

comprehension

of

orally

presented narratives.

·,
I

! •,:
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The study involved the theoretical discussion of the importance of
schemata in information processing; the role of specific schemata
in language comprehension/retrieval; a description of the structure
around which can be considered as a high-level schema; and the
effects

of

internalising

this

narrative

schema

upon

the

comprehension and recall of narrative texts.
The formulation of a research question, based on these discussions,
was followed by the collection and analysis of data relating to the
comprehension and retrieval of specific narrative texts.
Definition
.... ·•·•·•······• ·•··
..........of
......... Teras
...-.......... .
,

Text

any communication event.

�t<?�Y:Ji:lKE:!J:::

reader of or listener to stories,
i.e. narratives

S�hein..:t-:-Jheqi::y:

the

theory

that

investigates

how

an

individual' s stored user knowledge interacts
and shapes incoming information and how that
knowledge must be organised to support this
interaction.
Schema:

(Adams and Collins, 1979).

A mental structure which contains organized
knowledge an individual possesses about an
aspect of his/her world.

5

Slots:

the categories or general parts of a schema
in which "instantiation" of information takes

J

J
�
f

place.
Instant_iation:

the process of filling the slots in a schema
with relevant information so incoming text
can be successfully understood.

N_ar: :ratiye:

is that text type which is used to structure
folktales, fairy stories, fables and so on.

Story . e.Je.!J!e.IIJ:.$ :

interrelated parts which comprise the overall
structure a writer/teller of stories uses to
create a successful story.

Schematic
framework
..... .. - .. .
..
..
,

a cognitive aid involving organized schema
and schemata which aid production,
comprehension and retrieval of information.

l,,�IIg11age.:::11!'le.J;:

a speaker/reader/writer of and listener to
language.

IIIt()rrnati<>.n .I.'.e.t.IJe.y� l:the process of regaining information which
has been stored in permanent memory.
Syilt.ac:tJc:Jqigl¥Je.c:Jge.:

the knowledge an individual has about the
structure of language at the sentence level.
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s�n1antic �!lC>�J�gg_�:

the knowledge an individual has about the
world, i.e. experiences, feelings, and so on,
organized as schemata.
a set of cognitive expectations a story-taker

gg:ry -��ll_C:!_lll,� :

has about the internal structure of a story.
II

II

��:n.s�:Q{:$ te>J:'Y :

a person's unrefined understanding about the
structure of a story.

Sub-sche_mata:

schemata which are subordinate to higher
level schemata.

P�_1jyat.:_:i,.011 Q.t JI.Y.J>Qt:'1���!J
This section outlines how the specific purposes of the study were
translated into a research question and reformulated into testable
hypotheses.
The study was planned to achieve the following specific purposes:
1.

To determine whether year six students' knowledge of a
standard schematic structure for the writing of narratives
will enhance the amount of narrative text they can recall.

2.

To investigate the extent to which the possession by year six
students of a narrative, schematic structure will affect the
sequence of material they recall from an original, selected
narrative text.

7

These purposes were translated into the following research
question.

R�.�.�.c11"��. . .ID.1.��.t. :ig�
In the immediate recall of a simple unfamiliar narrative text,
.
presented orally, once only, will year six listeners who have been
taught the schematic structure of narratives perform significantly
better than similar year six students who have not?
It was considered that two quantifiable dimensions needed to be
investigated in seeking the answer to the above research question.
These were:
(a)

amount of information recalled; and,

(b)

the extent to which the original story sequence was retained.

To

investigate

this

research

question,

the

following

null

hypotheses were tested for statistical significance:

1'YJ>.<:>.t.!1.��:i� . lA
In the immediate recall of a narrative text, following an oral
telling, year six listeners who have been taught the schematic
structure of narratives will not retrieve a significantly greater
amount of information than the amount retrieved by year six
listeners who have not been taught the schematic structure of
narratives.

,:

8

H.IPQtl.l.����...JI.J.

In the immediate recall of a narrative text fallowing an oral
telling, year six listeners who have been taught the schematic
structure of narratives will produce oral recalls of the text, the
sequence of which is not significantly better than the sequence of
the oral recalls produced by year six listeners who have not been
taught the schematic structure of narratives.
1'.YP9. t.'-1���.�.... i�

In the immediate recall of a narrative text, fallowing an oral
telling, year six "less skilful listeners, " who have been taught
the

schematic

significantly

structure of
greater

amount

narratives,
of

will

information

not
than

retrieve
the

a

amount

retrieved by year six "skilful listeners" who have not been taught
the schematic structure of narratives.
�.IP.Qt.J:i��.�.�......�:I.J.

In the immediate recall of a narrative text, fallowing an oral
telling, year six "less-skilful listeners", who have been taught
the schematic structure of narratives will produce oral recalls of
the text, the sequence of which is not significantly better than
the sequence of the oral recalls produced by year six "skilful
listeners" who have not been taught the schematic structure of
narratives.

I:

. i

9

Since this investigation was designed as a pilot study to ascertain
broad trends or indications only, a probability level for the
statistical tests of 0.05 was considered significant.
Q"�r"ielt'. 9{. Jbt? P��Jgp 9t t��- �tµ4.y

The sample evaluated in this investigation consisted of twenty year
six students who were chosen on the basis of the results they
attained on a teacher-devised listening test.
The research design employed was a simple pre-test-treatment-post
test design, using two experimental and two control groups.
pre-test and

post-test required

students

individually listen to a taped story,

of

both

groups

The
to

then to recall it as

accurately as possible.
The treatment involved direct teaching of the narrative text
structure, language reconstruction activities and the application
of students' knowledge about the structure to the writing of their
own narratives.
The data obtained from the oral recalls were assessed in terms of
two quantifiable dimensions which included a_mo�IIt.. of i.11f<.>:rll!ation
recalled and sequ�11c� of i.11fg:rll\<:1_tJon recalled.
A two-tailed t-test was the statistical technique used for data
analyses.

10
�J.Jp1.:i,.t.Jc:c1,µc:� Qt .t..��

�t:g,4y

It is widely acknowledged that large numbers of primary school
students comprehend written/spoken language so poorly that they
assimilate very little of the information that is presented to them
in those modes.

Because a large proportion of classroom time

requires the student's successful interaction with written/spoken
materials, this situation requires the serious efforts of teachers
and researchers to improve it.
The motivation for this research project was to investigate the
degree to which students understand a type of text generally
encountered in primary school language programs, i. e. , narratives.
The extant research in the field indicates that a language-user's
comprehension of a specific text is part dependant on the pre
existence of relevant schemata and the ability of the language-user
to make use of appropriate schemata (Thorndyke, 1977; Mandler and
Johnson, 1977;

and Stein, 1978).

With regard to a particular type of text, i. e. ,stories, research
also suggests that comprehension is significantly influenced by a
listener' sf reader's possession of relevant schemata (Dooling and
Lachman, 1971; Anderson and Pichert, 1978).

If this study can

reinforce this suggestion, one implication would be that teachers
will need to assist students in gaining possession of such
schemata.
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Clearly, this would necessitate the possession by teachers of a
basic knowledge of schema theory and its effects on comprehension.
This knowledge would permit them to design instructional strategies
and materials which would help maximise students' comprehension of
stories.
Limitations of .....the.Stud_y

The factors discussed below should be noted as limitations upon the
generalizability of the findings to be subsequently reported in the
study.
Selection .of.. st.udents.
The students who took part in the study were selected from year six
classes at two schools situated in a middle-class socio-economic
area.

Therefore, it cannot be considered that these students are

truly representative of all students of this year level,

and

clearly, they cannot be considered to represent primary-school-aged
students in general.
Special ..Treatment.. ..of. . . students.
Results need to be interpreted with caution because the special
treatment given to students involved in the experimental groups,
may have promoted a 'Hawthorne Effect' .
The .J:>�p�11gE:!11t Yc3,r.J�J?J� ·
The dependent variable in this study was immediate recall of events
and facts from a narrative text.

The generalizability of the study

is limited to the extent to which it can be shown that recall is a
reasonable measure of comprehension.

That is, studies involving

12

comprehension of texts, a� the dependent variable, that dependent
variable can be no more than a · correlate of the process actually
being investigated.

Clearly, there is a connection, but it is

difficult to identify any contaminating or intervening influences
which may impair the power of the correlate as a measure of
comprehension.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW Of RELATED LITERATURE:

SCHEMATA, INFORMATION

PROCESSING AND THE NARRATIVE TEXT.
Introduction
·············· ·· ···· · . ... . ...... .. ...........
,

The relationship of the story-taker to the original text, whether
the story-taker be a reader of or listener to stories, is a
fundamental issue in research pertaining to the comprehension and
recall of stories.
One major branch of research in this area deals with the way in
which stories are comprehended and organized into memory.

Much of

this work has its foundations

in

in schema-theory

and

the

investigation of the role of schemata in the comprehension and
recall of stories.
Schema-theory attempts to specify how an individual's knowledge
interacts with and shapes incoming information through whatever
external stimulus it is received. Thus, schema-theory is useful in
explaining how readers/listeners make use of their own knowledge in
comprehending incoming information. That is, language-users depend
upon the schemata they possess, to capitalise on the interaction
that takes place when they try to understand information that is
made available to them, e.g. , by reading or listening (Adams and
Collins, 1979).
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The literature pertaining to story comprehension suggests that preexisting cognitive constructs or schemata which develop over time
and become internalised, enhance the ability of the story-taker to
comprehend and retrieve stories.
Scheaa
.................. ...........

The aim of this section is to establish that the framework around
which narrative texts are constructed is a high-level schema.
will

be

achieved

by

defining

a

schema,

outlining

characteristics and describing how it functions.

This
its

This analysis

will permit the identification of the attributes shared by schemata
and the specific framework which supports the narrative.
ll�ti�JtiQR_Qf .... �.... f><:)J,���

Cognitive scientists view the brain as being organised around
informational

constructs

Rumelhart, 1975).

called

schemata

(Bartlett,

19 32;

Thus, an individual possesses schemata which

represent all types of information about the world.

The term

schema then, refers to the mental organisation of an individual's
past experience which is stored in memory.

According to Pearson

(1984), this organisation takes the form of abstract descriptions
of events or things.

It is abstract in the sense that it

summarizes what is known about a variety of cases which differ in
particulars only.
Kintsch (1974), suggests that a schema can be defined very simply
as an organised representation of a persons' knowledge about some
concept, act, event or larger unit of knowledge.
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The term schemata is described more extensively by Adams and
Collins (197 9}.

For them, the term schema refers to a mental

structure, i. e. , a unit of organised knowledge which an individual
has about an aspect of his/her world.

Further, a schema may be

made up of a hierarchy of schemata embedded within it.

In this

case, the over-arching scheme at the top would fully subsume all
those schemata below it and in the same class.
Adams and Collins state, as one descends in the hierarchy, the
number of embedded schemata multiply, while the scope of each
narrows, until, at the bottom level, schemata apply to unique
perceptial events.

Each schema, at the various levels in the

hierarchy, is comprised of descriptions of the important components
of its meaning and the interrelationships which exist among the
components.

Adams and Collins (19 79} maintain that the power of

this structure derives from the fact that the top level of any
schema provides an informational frame for all the particular
events which fall within its domain.
This more detailed definition of a schema described by .l\dan\s a11g
C:9lli11s,

provides greater explanatory power than the simpler

descriptions proposed by Kintsch, Pearson and Bartlett.
the definition that will be adopted for this study.

This is

Cllc:J,1:'.c:J,<=Jer:i 1:;tJ: .<=f.L.<:>.t . .Schemata
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Schemata share four common char9cteristics.

They can be outlined

in the following way:
1.

Schemata have slots or variables.

2.

Schemata can be embedded within other schemata.

3.

Schemata can vary their level of abstractness and

4.

Schemata represent general knowledge of the world, rather
than definitions of objects or events (Rumelhart and Ortony,
1977; Moates and Schumacher, 1980).

SJq_t:f3 or var:ia..:t>t� s

A Schema is comprised of categories,

as well as generalized

knowledge. These categories are called �!9...t� or
can be filled in a variety of ways.
the giver,

2.

the gift and

3.

the receiver.

For diagrammatic representation see figure 3.
f.J911r� J

and they

For example, a schema for

"Giving", might include three slots 1.

y�J;J�Pl��

G:iy:i�g Schema
GIVING

3 lower-level slots
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Since schemata are general constructs, they can apply to many
different situations.

In each of these situations, the slots are

filled with different types of specific information.

The process

of filling these slots is called the "instantiation'' of the schema.
This is a process that plays a fundamental role in comprehending
texts.

That is, comprehension is largely a matter of filling the

slots of the various schemata to accommodate incoming information.
Generally, the slots in a schema are filled with information.

In

some situations, however, information needed for each slot, may not
be provided.
default

or

experiences.

Under these circumstances, the slots may be filled by
inference,

i..e.,

using

knowledge

from

previous

This process of default-assigning or inferencing,

also plays a major role in comprehension.
Schemata can be __ _Ellbedded _Within _Other....Scheaata.

The components of a schema, may each be a schema.

For example, the

Face schema will have slots for information about the eyes, nose,
ears and mouth and how these features relate to each other.
For diagrammatic representation see figure 4:
f'i.g11,re J

Face Schema

FACE
Eyes

Nose

Ears

Mouth
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However, an individual will also have a schema for the eye which
includes slots for information concerning the pupil, retina, iris,
eyelids and so on.

The information for the eye will be more

specific than the information about the face.

For diagrammatic

representation see figure 5.

Fj,gure!>

�Y� Schema
FACE

�1�
.
1r1s
retina
/�.

pupil

eyelids

The FACE schema itself, may be a sub-schema for a larger, more
inclusive schema, such as The __ Human __ _Bod_y schema.

For diagrammatic

representation see figure 6.

Ftg:µr�6

The H�a.11 Bociy Schema

��

Face

Torso

Legs

Arms
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Schemata Vary in__ Tbeir___ Level_ of Abstractn ess

The knowledge an individual has stored, based on past experience,
varies dramatically in abstractness.

There is concrete knowledge,

for example, about the amount and types of line segments which
constitute the letter A and more abstract knowledge, such as the
notion of justice.

Therefore, the range of knowledge an individual

has, varies from a concrete level to a highly abstract level.
S��t?mata . l!�PI.'.���!clt: G�!cl�I.'.�J. .�9:ttJ.�(1,g� 9t. . t:. ��--Wor ld.

Schemata are not definitions of concepts which specify some

particular relationship which is unchangeable.

Rather, knowledge

seems much more probabilistic, i. e. , what normally or typically
occurs.

Rumelhart and Ortony (1976) make the point about the

probabilistic nature of schemata succinctly.

They state that

schemata represent knowledge in the kind of flexible way which
reflects

human

inconsistency!

tolerance

for

vagueness,

imprecision

and

For example, a schema for students is likely to

involve individuals formally enrolled in a school, those who attend
class but are not enrolled, and those who have dropped out for a
short period.
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Narrative.. Framework .. as ..a Schema

Traditionally,

the narrative has been the text type used to

structure folktales,

fairy

stories,

narrative,

down

to

structures.

has

come
These

structures

us

novels
with

have

and

two

so

on.

The

easily-discernible

remained

constant

across

narratives because their original mode of transmission was through
retelling.
With all stories being constructed around the same frameworks, the
memory burden on the reteller is significantly lessened.

Today's

narratives, therefore, remain similar to the traditional type in
that they both retain the same inherent structures.
The

Two Types ___of ____ Structures

Each structure alluded to here operates in different ways in the
story.
The first structure is referred to as P!:.9Pl��::::.l3.9.l:Y..U.9.�

(Myer,

1975), and reflects the fact that all stories describe a problem of
some type and its satisfactory resolution.

This is a framework

which has two interrelated components, one of which is Pr..9.Pl��, and
the other, solution, clearly, this basic framework is an important
cognitive aid for retellers of and listeners to stories.
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The second structure, which is evident in stories, is comprised of
the five following interrelated elements:
setting
1.
2.
initiating event
complication
3.
resolution and
4.
coda
5.
These elements represent smaller divisions within
As with the more general
solution
structure.
.............. ..
·········
'problem-solution', this more detailed construct is
cognitive aid in the retelling and understanding
Viewed in this way, these frameworks are schemata in
Collins (1979) sense.

the p obl_emframework of
an important
of stories.
the Adams and

Uses
of the..........More
Detailed ..............................................
Narrative. Schema
...........................................................
............. ·····························
In this study, it is the more detailed framework/schema, discussed
in the previous section which is of interest.
It is likely that effective language-users know this schematic
framework

for

narratives

and

it

is

possible

that

numerous

listening/reading experiences have caused it to be internalised as
a schema.

The possession of this narrative schema helps the

language-user to predict incoming information about a story.

It

also helps him/her to understand the essential information in the
story and, then, acts as a cueing device in the retrieval of the
story.
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Suamary

On the basis of the analysis of schemata and narrative texts
provided above, it can be seen that the two frameworks operating in
the production and comprehension of stories, are indeed schemata.
As already stated, the framework or schema of interest in this
study is the more detailed of the two described, and not the Meyer
'problem-solution' schema.

CHAPTER 3
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE:
SCHEMA AND LANGUAGE PROCESSING.
Introduction

The aim of this section is to describe the function of schemata in
the processing of language.

This will be done by discussing how

schemata operate in order to help language-users understand, store
and retrieve information.
Background Knowledge __ of __the__Language-User_.

One fundamental assumption as it applies to language processing, is
that spoken/written language does not, in its elf, carry meaning.
Rather,

a text simply provides a set of coded directions for

listeners/readers as to how they should construct the intended
meaning using their background knowledge which
schemata

(Adams and Collins, 1979).

is

stored as

Put more simply, what one

already knows, will affect what one can come to know (Spiro, 1979).
Language processing will be "1ore effective for an experienced
language-user who is familiar with the syntax of the language,
i. e., possesses the appropriate syntactic schemata, and has enough
stored knowledge,

i.e.,

possesses an extensive repertoire of

semantic schemata, than for the inexperienced language-user who may
be deficient on both or either of these dimensions.
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Put more simply, this means that, to a great extent, efficient
language processing is reliant on the individual's background
knowledge of the world and how language works.

Both of these types

of knowledge are stored as schemata.
Comprehending __ a_Text

A fundamental assumption about the role of schemata in language
processing is that incoming information is not simply passively
A memory representation is

copied or recorded into memory.

actively constructed by processes which are strongly influenced by
pre-existing

schemata

(Ross and

Bower,

1981).

This active

comprehending process is a sophisticated system of storing wellorganized information.

Therefore,

an

efficient,

integrated,

schematic system for language processing results in the efficient
comprehension of texts.
As previously stated, text comprehension involves the co-ordinated
activation of schemata.

When schemata are activated in order to

interpret textual input, the slots in the schemata are instantiated
with particular information (Anderson et. al 1977).
Instantiation
. .. .... .......................... .

.

The instantiation process occurs as a result of the language-user's
background knowledge of the world and of language.

Instantiation

is used for both prediction and inference as well as the filling of
redundant slots in the schemata with literal information.
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When a language-user processes incoming text, he/she is required to
instantiate the slots of one or more schemata with information.
When instantiation is attempted, one of three outcomes is likely:1.

The

language-user

is

able

to

instantiate

essential slots in the schema.

most

of

the

When this occurs,

the

incoming information is assimilated.
2.

The language-user is unable to instantiate a significant
number

of

essential

slots

in

the

schema.

With

this

situation, the incoming information cannot be assimilated.
The language-user frequently effects assimilation in this
situation by distorting the incoming information to achieve a
better fit and thus,

some level of comprehension.

The

expression "some level of comprehension" is used because this
sort of distortion means that the original meaning that the
author intended may be seriously distorted.

This type of

distortion accounts for the misinformation that can be easily
spread from one individual to another.

..

The first person, or

a person somewhere in the line of communication, distorts the
incoming information to permit his/her acquisition of it.
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3.

The

language-user

may

not

be

able

to

assimilate

information either directiy or by distortion.

the

Under these

conditions, it is likely that the incoming information will
be accommodated by the activation of a new schema or the
modification of an existing one.
An important aspect of the successful instantiation of schemata is
the filling of slots by inference or default. That is, on the basis
of his/her prior knowledge, the language-user is called upon to
complete

slots

information.

in

the

schema

left

empty

by

the

incoming

He/she does this on the basis of his/her general or

specific knowledge of the world and of how language works.
The ____Role_ of_____Inference

As explained in the previous section, the language-user has to
infer when a text does not provide enough explicit information.
That is, in order adequately to instantiate the schema activated by
the incoming information, he/she has to go beyond that given
information.

This applies so that the elements of an incoming text

can be comprehended/stored as a coherent whole.
some

This means that

texts require the language-user to employ inference

establish coherence.

to
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Use of a lli gll��Ye.1��'-1-e.�il
Incoming textual information is ·at a number of levels.

Efficient

processing, therefore, requires the language-user t o have schemata
appropriate to these different levels.

Schemata of this sort will

be hierarchical in nature in that the lower-level schemata are
fully subsumed within those schemata which are superordinate t o
them.
With

regard

to

narrat ive

texts,

as

already

discussed,

two

frequently described high-level schema ta are pr..9.):>J�l.11:::::e.9.1:U.tion and
the

framework

consisting

of

setting,

initiating

event ,

complication, resolution and coda.
The

second of

processing

power

these high-level schemata
than

the

first

because

seems
it

to

have more

contains clearly

ident ifiable, subordinate schemata which are fully subsumed within
the narrative text framework.
Re.tl'."ie.y«J,!/Re..�c1J}
The discussion of schemata and language processing to this point
has been carried out in terms of incoming textual data.

This is

appropriate since there are no data to be retrieved or recalled
until comprehension or understanding has taken place (Smith and
Holmes, 1971).
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As previously stated,

efficient processing of textual material

relies on the ability of the language-user to employ an appropriate
schema/framework.

This means that the schema, as well as other

appropriate schemata which process the actual content within that
framework, are the two means of efficiently storing these data.
This follows because it has already been established that prior
knowledge is stored in the form of schemata and that schemata may
be hierarchically organised.

Therefore,

if the language-user

utilizes an appropriate high level schema, as well as a store of
background knowledge stored in the form of schemata, comprehension
and recall are likely to be enhanced. As Pearson (1984) concludes,
if information is comprehended in conceptually-related clusters
i.e., high-level schemata and their subordinate sub-schemata , it
will be recalled using the same cognitive constructs.
Successful retrieval of textual data is enhanced by the use of an
appropriate high level schema because it reduces search demands on
long term memory.

"Appropriate'' means that information is stored

within and under the control of an inclusive and integrating schema
at a high level.

Storage of this sort, effected in this way, means

efficient use of memory space and ease of retrieval.
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��clr..I

From the review of literature so f ar , i t can be claimed that
schemata play

an important

ret rieving information .

role

in processing

language and

In addi tion , the way in which a t ext i s

ini tially understood/comprehended will ul timately af f ect t h e amount
and nature of recall of that text .
an

appropriate

high-level

schema

If the language-user utili zes
for

inf ormat ion , comprehension will be enhanced .

processing

incoming

That is , e f f icient

language-users employ appropriate schemata to process incoming
textual dat a .

These same s t ructures are the means o f e f f ici ent

s torage and ret rieval .
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CHAPTER 4
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE :
THE DEVELOPMENT OF A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
USING SCHEMATA IN NARRATIVE PROCESSING
I nt roduct ion

The aim of this section is to outline the role of schemata in the
processing of narratives.

This will be achieved by describing how

language-users develop a narrative schematic structure, outlining
the essential components of a narrative framework and explaining
how the knowledge of a framework can facilitate comprehension and
recall of narrative material.
Developaent _ __ of .. a Narrat ive_ _ _ Scheaa.

Much research work in the area of narrative processing has
emphasized the importance of schemata in the encoding and retrieval
of narrative prose, e.g., Anderson and Pichert (1978), and Dooling
and Lachman (1971).

Results from this work demonstrate that the

efficient story-t_aker, i.e., reader of or listener to stories,
utilizes an internal framework whilst comprehending and recalling
narratives.
�.cheir.ia.

Mandler (1978), describes this framework as a § t..9.1.::·y

In his view, a ?. t.Q rY §C::J.1.� !ll� can be thought of as a set of

cognitive expectations which the efficient story-taker has about
the internal structure of texts of this type.
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In one aspect of this research, investigators have set out to
ascertain when individuals deverop such a framework and under what
circumstances.

Applebee (1978), suggests that children naturally

develop a 'sense-of-story' or unrefined schema, by experiencing
narratives.

It has also been shown that children as young as four

begin to understand logical relationships presented in stories and
to have some knowledge of the structure around which they have been
written (Brown and Murphy, 1975; Kintsch and Kozminsky, 1977).
The work of

investigators such as the above,

indicates that

exposure to narratives over a period of time helps children
internalise some form of narrative structure or stq r.:y sch.�_I.fi.cl.
Mandler and Johnson (197 7), provide further supporting evidence
which suggests that story schemata

become more ref ined in the

later stages of a child' s development.
If schemata are acquired developmentally, then it is likely that
the major elements in the narrative, i.e., those which form the
framework of the story, will be first to be internalised .

In

schema-theoretic terms, these elements are the major slots in the
schema for narrative texts.

The Narrati_ve Framework
The research cited to this poinr clearly suggests that in order to
comprehend and retrieve narrative information ,

the efficient,

experienced story-taker probably follows a refined, internalised
high-level framework.

This framework is likely to be of the type

that all writers/story tellers of this culture use to produce a
convincing story.
five causally,

One such framework can be described as having

interrelated elements.

These elements include

setting, initiating event, complication, resolution and coda.
As previously discussed, these elements can be considered as slots
within the high-level schema in which the related information is
comprehended.
order schema.

These elements are the sub-schemata of the higherEach sub-schema contains

information which is

exclusive to it and is peculiar to the stage or element in the
high-level schema it represents.
discussed

in greater

detail,

These elements will now be

using the more commonly known,

modified version of R_<ip11n:z:�J which conforms to the narrative
structure alluded to in this review.
Elements ...............................
of the. ...Narrative
................ .. .. . . .. ............ Framework
.............. ..
'I'll� fi �JU�g.
story.

This contains information about the context of the

This will include data which introduces the main characters

and sets the general time and place for the slots.

The set ting

signals to the story-taker that the narrative is about to begin and
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provides him/her with sufficient information to be able to follow
the information presented subsequently.

For example, in the story

of Rapunzel, the main characters are introduced, i.e. , the Wicked
Witch, the Prince and Rapunzel, the time and place are described,
i. e., "Once", "in a tower near a woods" and the general situation
is outlined, i. e., the Wicked Witch is keeping Rapunzel imprisoned
in the tower and preventing anyone from seeing her.
Th e initiating _. even t.

This contains information about the initial

action in the story, which "gets the ball rolling".

This will

include data about the characters involved and their motivation for
initiating or being involved in an event.

Thus, the slots in the

schema are filled with general information about something that
happens in the story after the f3.�..tU !l.9 has been described.

For

example, in the story of Rapunzel, the ::l. n::i...t...:i..�.t. ::i.!l.9....e.Ye..r.1 t is the
Prince's attempt to visit Rapunzel.

The motivation behind his

action is that Rapunzel is a beautiful girl .
Th e . . co mplication.

This contains information about a conflict of

some sort which follows sequentially from the initiat.ing event.
That is, as a result of the initial action, an opposition of forces
is set in motion.

The complication is the main part of the

narrative and contains all the main events and incidents for the
successful development of the plot. Therefore, the slots in the
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schema will be f illed with inf o rma tion about a conflict which has
For example ,

evolved f rom an init ia t.in9.......ev en·t.
Rapun z el ,

99_1111>.U.<::.c1..t:i,.91:i, dev elops

the

as

in the s t o ry o f

a direct

result

of

the

Wicked W it ch hearing about the P rince ' s v is i t to s ee the g irl .
Fu rthe r conflicts a rise in the plot as t h e W icked W i t ch at t empts to
capt ure the P rince whils t he v is i ts Rapunzel again.

The. ........resolution.

This

contains

9 e>111pli9 c1J:i<>n in the s t o ry is se t tl ed.

inf o rmat ion

about

how

the

That is , how all asp ects of

the p roblem gen erated in the conflict upon which the s t o ry depends
f o r its app eal , a re succ essf ully s olv ed .
schema will be
99 111pt:i, <::c1.U.9..J.! .

Thus , the slots in the

f illed . with inf o rmation about
For example ,

in

" Rapunzel" ,

P rince be ing captured by the Wi cked W i t ch

the solving of

the
is

p roblem

of

a

the

resolved when he

escapes , with Rapunzel , leaving the wit ch imp risoned in the towe r.

The coda.

This

cont ains

inf o rma tion

which

of ten

makes

resolution mo re emotionally accept able to the s t o ry- t ake r.
is , i t p rovides the "polished " conclusion to the n a rrat ive.
coda may also encapsulate the mo ral of the s t o ry.

the
That
The

The slots o r

sub-s chema t a , the re f o re , will contain inf o rma tion about the re f ined
conclusion to a s t o ry .

In the sto ry o f Rapun zel , the coda involves

the two main characte rs , who, as we a re told , ge t ma rried and live
happily eve r af ter.
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Comprebension __ and .. Retrieval of Narrative _Text_ _ Inf ormation

The elements or sub-schemata mentioned above, function as essential
parts of

a high-level schema

constructed .

If

around which the

narrative

is

the story-taker knows them, they help him/her to

attend to the most important aspects of the incoming information
and to evaluate them in terms of their effect on the overall story.
The knowledge of the slots or sub-schemata which comprise the
narrative schema,

permits the story-taker to seek to fill or

instantiate them with appropriate data .

This instantiating process

enhances comprehension.
Comprehension is at least partly dependent on the ability of the
language-user to engage the relevant schema for an incoming text
(Thorndyke, 1980; Mandler and Johnson, 1977; ) As explained, in the
case of the narrative, this is a high-level framework such as that
already described.

Successful comprehension also depends on the

story-taker's ability to instantiate the slots of this high-level
schema.

That is, he/she must be able to assign the incoming data

to the appropriate sub-schemata such as setting, initiating event,
complication, and so on.
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The same high-level schema also serves as the necessary framework
around which narrative informafion is retrieved .

That is, the

story-taker uses the same framework for the successful retrieval of
narrative information as was used for the initial comprehending of
that narrative text (Dooling and Christiaansen, 1971).
Although many students naturally appear to develop and use a
framework for processing narratives,
suggests

that

some

students

do

there

not

is

(National

evidence

which

Assessment

of

Educational Progress, 1972).
On the evidence and discussion provided to this point, it is clear
that narrative text processing is enhanced by a knowledge of an
appropriate high-level schema and the ability to instantiate the
slots which comprise it.

Clearly, then, those students who do not

possess such a schema will be seriously impeded in their attempts
to process narrative texts. As suggested by Spiegel and Fitzgerald
(1986),

it

is

important

to

establish

whether

the

narrative

processing of such students can be enhanced by instruction designed
to help them internalise an appropriate narrative schema.
study is designed to explore this question.

This
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���_i.::y
With extensive experience with -narratives through reading and/or
listening to them , many students develop a schema of some sort
which helps them in the processing of such texts.
A competent story-taker probably uses a refined , internalised high
level schema to'" comprehend and retrieve narrative information.
This schema is likely to be of the type used by all writers/story
tellers in Western Culture for their successful writing/telling.
One such high-level structure is comprised of five interrelated
elements.

These include setting , initiating event, complication,

resolution and coda.
level schema.

The elements are sub-schemata of the high

They contain information which is peculiar to that

sub-schemata and is essential to the overall development of the
story.
When narratives are listened to or read, the competent story-taker
probably calls upon this high-level schema to aid comprehension and
retrieval.

There is evidence,

however,

to suggest that some

students do not naturally develop such a narrative schema, so the
potentially facilitating effect on narrative processing of direct
instruction in the narrative framework , needs to be investigated.
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CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMEN't'AL ASSERTION
Assertion__ _ to_ __ be _T ested

On the basis of the material already presented on schemata,
schemata and language processing ,

and schemata and narrative

processing , the following assertion will be tested :
Children' s compnehension and recall of narrative texts are
significantly enhanced when they have internalised the schematic
framework around which narratives of Western Culture are
written.
of.................................................
Assertion.
Derivation
....................... ·············

The above assertion has been derived from the related literature
reviewed in the previous sections.
Scbeaata___ Are __ Cognitive_ Frameworks

Schemata are cognitive structures or frameworks i. e. units of
organized information which an individual has about aspects of
his/her world.
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Sch(!.�c1.Jc1. . .,,ilY. . Be . llt�!".i:l!".<;!!:i<;i:ll.J.Y. . . 9.I9i:l:ll:i,sed
A schema may be organised hierarchically, i.e., a high-level schema
may have lower-level or sub-schemata within it.

As the information

in the sub-schemata is interrelated in terms of the structural
elements of the high-level schema, it is likely that possession of
this over-arching schema enhances comprehension.

�<;!>,��i:l t:il . . fi:l<;:i1:iJ.c1t;� .�:r.i.g:µc1g�.JJ.��
There are schemata which facilitate language use.
'.

are

drawn

from

both

syntactic

and

These schemata

semantic

domains.

Notwithstanding this, it is the case that schemata can never be
considered to be content free.

That is,

language processing

involves the active interaction of schemata on syntactic and
semantic

levels,

and

the

information

contained

in

a

text.

Therefore, to a great extent, comprehension of the content/text
depends upon the language-user's store of semantic and syntactic
knowledge.
The Narrative
Fraaevork
is·· a··········--···
Schema
............... ........ ... .......................................
························
..................•
In this study, the framework around which the typical narrative is
written, is considered to be a high-level schema. It draws on both
the syntactic and semantic domains, in as much as the sub-schemata
contain semantic slots, while the writing or telling of narratives
is generated within quite specific, syntactic constraints.
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Recall
. ·························

One reasonable way of measu ring whether students have int e rnalised
and a re us ing this narrative f ramewor k o r h igh-level s t ruct u re t o
p rocess narratives , i s t h rough recall.

That is , how individuals

organise a retelling and what t hey recall f rom t he s t o ries they
lis ten t o ,
p rovides

a re linked

t he

means

for

( Kalbach , 1 9 86 ) .

The retelling p rocedure

measuring t he way in

which

comp rehend and ret rieve n a rrat i ve text inf o rmation.

'·

individuals
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CHAPTER 6
THE EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
Introduction
The

research design was a

simple pre-test-treatment-post-test

design, using two experimental groups and two control groups.

The

sample evaluated in this investigation was selected from two
classes of year six students who attended schools located in
similar socio-economic areas.

p��:igil
A teacher-devised listening test (modified from an � !.Jt! A. !.:. . !:it�
. ..t.�:r.iJ:r.i.g
KH, 1963) was administered to each student in the two year six
clas�s.

The test involved listening to

a taped story

of

approximately fifteen minutes duration, followed by the answering
of

eighteen

appendices 1

literal
& 2).

questions

pertaining

to

the

story

(see

The results of the test permitted the

designation of subj ects into groups on the basis of being "skilful"
and "less-skilful" listeners.

The five students in each class who

attained the lowest percentage on the test became the "less
skilful" listeners and the five students in each class who attained
the highest results, became the 'skilful' listeners.
At each school there was one experimental group and one control
group.

The experimental group at School B was the "less-skilful"

listening group and their control counterpart
skilful" listening group at School A.
applied to the "skilful listening" groups.

was the "less

The same organisation
The experimental group
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was comprised of the f ive students at School A and their control
counterpart was comprised of the f ive students at School B.

See

f igure 1 below.
Figure_ _)
�s..s. i g��:ri.t. .. Qt.. �@j�<;.t.s..... :i.:ri.t.9 .G.rQµps.

K�y:

skilful listeners
less-skilful listeners
f ive students in each group

S. L.
L. S. L.
( 5)

Cont rol . Groups
$.��QQl .....�

$.�llQC>t B

Experiaental . . Groups
School. A

School _ B

( 5)

(5)

( 5)

(5)

L. S. L.

S. L.

S. L

L. S. L.

Following the designation of students into groups, the study was
undertaken in the f ollowing way.
J)�f:?::::test
$.JQJ:'..Y a:ri.4 1��4..i�t.�. JJ:'.�f:? recaU.

The pre-test consist ed of a taped

story entitled "The One-eyed Man" taken f rom a New Zealand School
Journal (1978), see appendix 3.
To ensure similarity between the stories selected f or the pre-test
and post-test, an assessment was made on them in the f ollowing way:
1.

According the Fry Readabilit y Graph (see appendix 4a);

2.

A manageable concept load, as determined by concensus between
colleagues and through inf ormal discussions with a number of
year six students;
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3.

A story length of approximately five hundred words, to enable
each story to be listened to within a ten minute period.

4.

A theme which was similar in both stories, and common to
texts of this type, i.e., "Crime doesn ' t pay";

5.

A structure which conforms to narratives of Western Culture,
i . e. setting, initiating event, complication, resolution and
coda;

6.

A simple vocabulary.

Commencing with the students at School B, each individual listened
to the simple piece of taped narrative prose. Each student was then
asked to recall orally, as accurately as possible, the story that
he/she had listened to.

Each response was recorded on to tape.

The same procedure was repeated with the students at school A.
The data collected fram the recounts were then transcribed into
written protocols.

The recall protocols were assessed in terms of

two quantifiable dimensions. These included
1.

amount of information recalled; and;

,., .

sequence of information recalled.

Qt1�11.t..!JYJ.I.1.9. tl.l.�. P.�.t.�
Amount
of . information.
... ..................
... ........... .......................... .. ..... .

In order to quantify the data recalled by

the subjects, the narrative was analysed into the facts and events
which comprised it.
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The recall protocols generated by the subjects in the experimental
groups and those in the control groups, were compared with the
t � �Js and the �y�:r_iJ� in the original story (see appendix 5).

From

this, it was possible to calculate the �.11.\9..P.::f.lt.. . ..9..f :l,n.J9...I.-:.IJ.\�.t.Jon
recalled.

Facts and events were allotted one mark each.

The total

score for each subject was derived by adding the number of facts
and events recalled .

The total score for each subject was

expressed as a percentage of the total possible score.
Sequence __ of _ inforaa tion___ rec a Ued .

In order to quantify the data

generated on the sequence dimension, the subjects ' recall protocols
were compared with the . events in the original story (see appendix
6).

Marks were deducted from the total possible, for deviations

from the original sequence.

The mark attained by each subject was

then calculated as a percentage of the total score.
Tre a_taent

Following the collection and categorising of data from the pre 
test, each experimental group received three instructional sessions
in the narrative, schematic structure.
included

language

reconstruction,

expository teaching of the structure,

semantic

grids

application

The

teaching
and

the

strategies

and
of

activities
students '

knowledge

schematic structure to the writing of a narrative.

about

the
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A more detailed description of the s t rategies and act ivi t i es i s s e t
out below :

Lang��g� .I.�.�Q:tlflt!:!Jc.�J,ion .

The writ t en paragraphs o f a narrative
Subj ects were requi red to

t ext were presented in j umbled orde r .
recons t ruct

this

j umbled

t ext

on

the

bas i s

s t ructure which they had al ready been t aught .

of

the

narrat ive

The s tory t i t le was

" Rapun z e l " {see appendix 7 ) .

The

nursery

rhyme

of

Muf f e t "

was

represen t ed

Subj ects had to l abel each picture us ing

presented as a pi cture .
names

Mi ss

That is , each maj or event in the nursery rhyme was

pictori a l l y .

the

"Li t tle

of

the

el ements

of

the

narrat ive

set t ing , iniating event , complication ,

s t ruc ture ,

e.g. ,

and so on , which they had

been taugh t .

Semantic grids .

The

semantic g rids

requi red subj ects

to

match

segmen t s of the narrative text with element s of the t ext , as l i s t ed
above .

The

s tory

used

was

ent i t led

"Albe r t s '

Bad

appendices 6 & 8 .
See f igure 2 f or a diagram of the semantic grid used .

Day " ,

see
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FJgµr:� J

Semantic Grid for Narrative Text -Segments
e.g. "Albert ' s Bad Day"
Setting· · · · · · ..)... Event.......... . ComP.·. . . .... _.Res.... . . . . . ... Coda
(1)

Text Bits
(1) .. .
II

.J 4J . .

... ( 1)
II

J3 >. . . ... · · · · · · · · · · · ···· ···· · · · · · · · · · · ··· · · · · . . .. · · · · · · ··· ····· · · ·
II

. J5 } .. . .

_(.3.) ········-············· ·············· ·································· ...

······························································· ...................( 5 >............... ... · · · ··········· · ······-····-·········-·-·· ····· ········

II

J 2_) . ..... . . ··········· · ······ . ··· · ········ · -······· ..... ·----···-· ..

(� )

Post-test
St e>r:y �1.1.cl JlJ.1111.�cl:i.�t.�

tr:�� . r���U -

The procedure used for the post

test was identical to that used for the pre-test.
See pages (54 & 55) of this chapter.

The story chosen for the

post-test was entitled "The Policeman's Daughter''.
see appendices 9.
�il.I.1.t:ij y_:i.1.1.g . the data.

The data collected from the post-test were

assessed in the same way as the data collected from the pre-test ,
see appendix 10-11.
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Pa.ta. a.11c1,Jy�J� .

The data obtained from the post-test were analysed

dimensions

amqunt

by comparing the results of thi experimental groups, on the two
of

and

�E'!quence

of

information

with

those

obtained by the control groups .

For the statistical testing of Hypotheses lA and lB,
experimental groups,

the two

i . e. , five �.Ktl.JuJ. li steners and five +.E=!l3 S

s kj)Jul li steners were combined t o form one larger experi mental
group (N= l O ) .

Li kewi se, the two control groups compri sed of five

skt H :µJ and five

1.:.��.�. . . ��U.tµJ

control group (N=lO ) .
tai led t-tests .

li steners combined to form one larger

The stati stical analyses used were two-
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CHAPTER 7
FINDINGS
THE IMPACT ON RECALL FOR YEAR 6 LISTENERS OF A KNOWLEDGE
OF THE SCHEMATIC STRUCTURE FOR NARRATIVES .
The

theoretical discussion in

importance of

this

the possession of

study has

emphasized

appropriate schemata

the

for the

successful comprehension and recall of language.
The purpose of this section is to examine the impact of the
teaching of a st andard schematic structure for the writing of a
narrative to a small group of year six students on their ability to
recall an orally presented narrative.

These analyses address the

Research Question presented earlier and the hypotheses generated
f rom it.
Question 1
In the immediate recall of a simple ; unfamiliar narrative text,
presented orally, once only, will year six listeners who have
been taught the schematic structure of narratives perf orm
signif icantly better than similar year six students who have
not?
�YP<>.t��.!3..�.13.. .JA
In the immediate recall of a narrative text , following an oral
telling, year six listeners who have been taught the schematic
structure of narratives will not retrieve a signif icantly greater
� inC?).lJlt of

inf ormation than the ampt1J1 t.

retrieved by year six

listeners who have not been taught the schemat ic structure of
narratives.
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This hypothesis was tested by comparing the post-test results of
the experimental group with tho�e obtained by the control group on
the amount of information recalled.
Pre- test.....Results .... on....All<>un t . of..... I n fonaation Recalled..

It first had to be established that there was no significant

,,

difference between the abilities of the control and experimental
groups on the a.,n1()µJ1J of narrative text they wer e able to recall.
This was done through the administration of a pre-test which
consisted of an oral retelling.
The results of the pre�test for the control group and experimental
groups are presented in Table 1.

TABLE 1

Pre-test
results.. ..............
for
f ormat
ion .Recalled
.............................
.. . . ... . I
......n
_................
.. .............. .
. ..
........... All<>unt of
. ��pe r.j J:11enJa.,l G. .I'Q:tlP
.....G<m.t...r (). tG.I' ():L.l.P ...
l
Raw Score l
Raw score
. . ... subject ....
. Subject . .
... . . . .. .. .. . ...
9
14
Sl
Sl
S2
SJ
S4
S5
S6

8
14
11
23
20
23

S7

S8
S9
Sl O
Mean Score

=

30
10
18
17.10

1 Maximum possible score = 44

S2
SJ
S4
S5
S6

12
4
14
11

S8

29

10

20

S7

S9
SlO
Mean Score

=

30
16
15.50
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The statistical analysis of these results revealed that there was
no significant difference betwee� the control group (� = 17.10) and
the experimental group (� = 15.50), t (18) = 0 . 4603, p = .3 254, two
tailed, on this test of the amount of information recalled.

P9�t::: J ��t: .R��:t:I..H� ..9D.: �1m,t. . 91. J11,f.9r11�J;J.9� R���.1.J,.�4.�
The results set out in Table 2 were achieved by the control and
experimental groups on the amount of information recalled in the
post-test.
TABLE 2

Post-test Results
for Allount
of Information
........................................
,.,-..·--··········..···-·········--···· Recalled
. ............_.......................................................
.........control. .. .Group .
Raw . score l
$ 1,1l>jE:!9J .....
Sl
25
S2
SJ

S4
S5
S6
S7
S8

7

29
13

29
20
22
30

S9
18
Sl O
23
................................... ··················
Mean Score =
21.10

1 Maximum possible score = 67

Group
. . Experimental
.
.Raw $ corE:! 1
. . .$1,1pjE:!9t . .
Sl

13

SJ
S4

27

S2

27

S5
S6
S7
S8

35
37
17
46
45

S9
SlO
Mean Score

=

28
33

30.80
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The statistical analysis of these results revealed that the
experimental group

(ftt

=

30. 8 6 )

achieved significantly better

results than the control group (ftt = 2 1 . 10 } , .t. (18 ) = 2 . 39 , p =
0 . 014 ,

in the post-test on the dimension of the amount of

information recalled .
On the basis of this result, Hypothesis lA is rej ected.
In view of the above finding, it can be concluded that, for this
small group of year six students, learning a standard, schematic
structure for the writing of narratives, did have a facilitating
effect on the amount of information they could recall from a
specific narrative after one telling.
ByPQ t h�� ts .JJ3

In the immediate recall of a narrative text f ollowing an oral
telling, year six listeners who have been taught the schematic
structure of narratives will produce oral recall of the text, the
S E:!q11 ence of which is not significantly better than the l3eq11e11ce of
the oral recalls produced by year six listeners who have not been
taught the schematic structure of narratives .
The pre-test, recall protocols were analysed to establish that
there was no significant difference between the experimental group
and the control group on the dimension of the l:! E:!qUE:!J1 5;e of the
information recalled.
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Pre-test ..... Resul ts ...for .sequence... of..... Inf oraa tion. .Recalled

The results of the pre-test for �he control group and experimental
groups are presented in Table 3.
TABLE 3
Pre-test ... Resul ts .. .. tor .... sequence .of .... Inf ormation. . . Recalled

. control. Group . .
. . s ubj ect... . . . . . .. ...... .. . ... ..... . Raw . score l
Sl
9
5
S2
S3
10
7
S4
10
S5
9
S6
11
S7
S8
11
S9
6
... . ... .. . s10.. . ..... . . . ...... .. ... . ..... . . . . ... . . .8
8.6
Mean Score =

... . . ... .... . . . Experimental.... Grou.P . . . . ... . ... . . . . . . .
. s ubject. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . .Raw... .s.core l
4
Sl
S2
9
3
S3
9
S4
9
S5
S6
4
S7
10
S8
12
S9
13
8
S l.O . .. ... .. ... . . . . . ....
Mean Score = 8. 10

1 Maximum possible score = 15
The statistical analysis of these results showed that there was no
significant difference between the control group (M
experimental group (M
information recalled.

=

=

8. 6) and the

8 . 10), on the pre-test for the f:l�.qµ��c::� of
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Post-test .. Resul_ts. . for Sequence of .I n formation....Recalled
The results presented in Table { were achieved by the control and
experimental groups on the dimension sequence of events recalled in
the post test.
TABLE. .4

Pos t- tes t ..Res ults ..Jor_ Sequen ce _ of._...I nformation....Recalled

..control .. Group .
Subj ect. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .Raw .score l
8
Sl
S2
2
9
S3
5
S4
8
S5
10
S6
9
S7
S8
9
S9
8
8
..... ·· · ····S· l O
.. .
7. 60
Mean Score =

. . Experimental. .. Group ······ ·- · ············ · · · ·
.. .. .. ... . subj_ect· · · · · · · --·· · · · · · · · · ··· -· · -·Raw. . . score1
4
Sl
7
S2
12
S3
12
S4
12
S5
7
S6
14
S7
S8
15
13
S9
SlO
. .....12
Mean Score = 10. 80

1 Maximum possible score = 16
The statistical analysis of the above results revealed that the
experimental group

(� = 10 . 80) achieved significantly better

results than the control group (�

=

7. 60), 1 (18)

=

2 . 3706,

p = . 0145, two-tailed in the post-test on the dimension of f.l �qll��9.�
of events recalled.
On the basis of this result, hypothesis 1B is rejected.
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In view of the above f ind ing for these small groups of year s ix
s tudent s , i t can be concluded that learning a s t andard , schema t ic
s t ructure f or the wri t ing of narrat ives , d i d have a f ac i l i t a t ing
e f f ec t on the correctness of the s.equence of the inf orma t ion they
could recall f rom a spec i f ic narrat ive af t e r one t e l l ing .

Hypot he sis..... 2A.:......Skilf ul..... and.... Less. . Skilf ul .List eners
In the immediate recal l of

a narrative text ,

f ollowing an oral

t e l l ing , year six !.��!3-. :::. ..!3.�;iJJ:µJ l i s t eners , who have been t augh t the
schema t i c

s t ructure

signi f i can t ly

g reater

of

narrat ives ,

amount

of

will

inf ormat ion

not

ret r i eve

than

the

a

amoun t

ret rieved by year six . �.Ki.JJ:µJ Ji �.t.�.I.!.�I.!3. who have not been t aught
the schemat i c s t ructure of narrat ives .

Th i s hypothesis was t e s t ed by comparing the pos t - t e s t resul t s of
the : !.�flfl:::sKtl f:µl experimental group (n= 5 ) with those obtained by
the

ski l f ul

recal led .

con trol

group

(n= 5 )

on

the

amount

of

inf orma t i on
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Post- test .Results... for... Alloun t. of ..... I n f.oraation... Recalled

The

results

in

Table

5

wer�

achieved

by

the

control

and

of information
experimental groups on the dimension of amount
·······--················· ·
recalled in the post-test.

TABLE 5
Post- test R esults. ...for....." Skilf ul 11. .. and II Less-Skilf ul11...Listeners
on Alloun t. of . I n formation Recalled

Control ..Group .Jskilful) . . . .
Raw score
Sibkect
n=67
13
Sl
27
S2
27
S3
S4
S5
Mean Score

35

=

37
22.60

.. .Experimental. _ GrouP ...Jless. .skilful)
Subject
Raw Score
n=67
........-...............•...........
20
Sl
S2
S3

S4
S5
Mean Score

22

30

18
23
= 27.80

The statistical analysis of the above results showed that there was
not a significant difference between the results obtained by the
control group (� � 22.60) and the experimental group (M = 27.80) ,
t. (8) = 1.1086, p = .1499, two-tailed, in the post-test on the
dimension of amount of information recalled.
On the basis of these data hypothesis 2A is upheld.
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In view of this result, it can be concluded that , for these small
groups of year six listeners, the treatment had such a facilitating
ef fect on the experimental group, i.e., the less skilful listeners,
that the c1�9:t,1.:1.1t of

information they recalled from a specific

narrative after one telling, statistically equalled the performance
of skilful listeners on the same test.
The following analysis tests Hypothesis 2B
Hypot besis ..... 2B.: ... . . Skilful..... and ...Less. ..Skilful . .Lis t eners

In the immediate recall of a narrative text, f ollowing an oral
telling, year six leee .:::.e �JH-µ1, listeners, who have been taught the
schematic structure of narratives will produce oral recalls of the
text, the sequence of which is not significantly better than the
��q11�pc:� of the oral recalls produced by year six �kilful listeners
who have not been taught the schematic structure of narratives.
The hypothesis was tested by comparing the post-test results of the
1�$!:> sKi,JJ µJ experimental group with those obtained by the s]{tJ.J 11J
control group on the sequence of information recalled.
J>of.i.J::: t ��.t J� s µg� JQI.::. .��q:µ��t;.� . Q.f J�lQ.r11at i Q� Recal.J �d .

The

results

in

Table

6

were

achieved

by

the

control

and

experimental groups on the dimension of �equenc:e of information
recalled in the post test.
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TABLE
. . .... .................. 6
.....
Post- test ..Results for " Skilf ul..... and Less-Skilf ul" .....Li steners
on Sequence... of I n formation Recalled...

. ... control. .Group ...... . (skilf ul)
Subject
Raw score
Sl
S2
S3
S4
S5
Mean Score

. . . J.1.::J.t.. .

=

10
9
9
8
8
8 . 80

. . . ... . . . .Experiment.al ... GrouP... .. . (less . . .ski.l.ful
Subject
Raw Score

....... . ..........
Sl
S2
S3
S4
S5

-·· · · · · · · · · · · · . . . . n= 16

4
7
12
12
12
Mean Score = 9. 40

The statistical analysis of the above results revealed that there
was no significant difference between the results obtained by the
control group (� = 8. 80) and the experimental group (" = 9. 40),

t (8) = 0. 3523, p

=

. 3663, two-tailed)

in the post-test on the

dimension of sequence of information recalled.
On the basis of these data, hypothesis 2B is upheld.
The above findings pertaining to the small group of year six
students demonstrated that for those J.,. ess:. ::ski:IJu.l subjects who
received the treatment of learning a standard schematic structure
for the writing of narratives, the sequence of information they
could recall in one oral telling was sufficiently enhanced on this
dimension , to make them equivalent to those skilful subjects who
did not receive the treatment.
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As previously mentioned, recall of information should be viewed in
the context of how it has been comprehended. That is, the
framework or schema an individual uses to process incoming data
also functions as a retrieval device fro that same information.
Thus, recall is directly related to comprehension.

���!'.:Y

The findings reported in this chapter have shown that students who
had specific instruction in the schematic structure of narratives
performed significantly better on the dimensions of amount of
information and correctness of s�_qll�_pc::� of information they were
able to recall from one oral telling of a specific narrative than
those

students

of

similar

ability

who

did

not

have

such

instruction.
The findings further demonstrate that less-skil.f.ul listeners who
have specific instruction in the schematic structure of narratives
performed as well on the dimensions of amount of information and
the correctness of the i,�qll�Il<::� of information the), were able to
recall from one oral telling of a specific narrative as !3 �tU 11J
listeners who had not received such instruction.
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CHAPTER 8
co��J.::,YSIQ�� M.J.Q I�r!ii.:<:.�T..!ONS
Int_roduction
The chief purpose of this study was to investigate aspects of the
comprehension of orally-presented narratives.

Specifically,

it

evaluated the impact of the facilitating effect of a knowledge of a
narrative text framework upon year six students ' comprehension of
orally-presented narratives :
��cl.l:'.Y . 9.J. . J'1� . . �. t.µC,y
Because the study was essentially concerned with an investigation
of the importance of . a narrative schematic structure for the
comprehension and recall of narrative texts, a review of literature
relating to schema theory was initially carried out .
As an important facet of this, consideration was given to the
literature dealing with the influence of an individual ' s schemata
on

the

processing

of

incoming

information

(through

whatever

external stimulus it is received. )

This, in turn, led to the

review

to

of

the

literature

relating

schemata

and

language

processing, with emphasis on the use of high-level schemata for
language comprehension.
type of text,

i.e.,

The review was then directed towards one

the narrative and the internal schematic

framework which supports it.
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From this review of the literature a theoretical position was
developed which proposed the · possible

facilit ative effect

of

internalising the schematic framework around which narratives of
Western

Culture

are

written

on

an

individual ' s

ability

to

comprehend and recall narrative texts. Ori the basis of this theory
a research question was formulated, which, in turn, was t ranslated
into a set of hypotheses susceptible t o empirical testing.

The

study which has been reported here, however, was designed only as
an exploratory study to establish whether or not a rather more
sophisticated study would be in order.

Because only very small

groups were used, it seems prudent to draw the inferences suggested
by the findings,' somewhat tentatively.

Certainly, the data reflect

t rends which need to be further investigated.
The findings of this study have provided preliminary evidence that
when

language-users

internalise

the

schematic

nar ratives as a result of specific inst ruction,

st ructure
they

of

perform

significantly better in their ability to comprehend and recall a
ilar rative text than language-users (of similar ability) who have
not received the same inst ruct ion.

Specifically, the findings of

this study have permitted the tentative conclusion that a knowledge
of a standard schematic st ructure for the writing of narrat ives
will signif icantly enhance the amount of narrative informat ion a
language-user will recall and that the st ructure also enables the
language-user to recall a text sequence that more closely reflects
the essential stages inherent in the successful development of a
nar rative.
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General ....con cl us ions

The results from this study suggest that when students are taught a
narrative high-level schema they appear more able to comprehend and
store greater amounts of incoming,

narrative information

students who have not been taught the structure.

than

The findings

further indicate that this high-level schema also operates as a
means of retrieving narrative text information.
Implications .._ of ....the... Study

Even though the findings were specific to a small sample only, they
still have implications for classroom teachers in general in the
planning for the reading/writing of, and listening to, narrative
texts.

That is, the direct teaching of a standard narrative,

schematic structure

might

benefit

students'

comprehension

of

narratives presented to them, in oral or written form.
Suggestions..... f or . Further .Research

The results of this research show positive implications for the
reading of the narrative schematic structure, however they are far
from definitive. This study, then, provides the basis for a larger
effort which may bring generalizability to the results reported.
Other, worthwhile investigations to evolve from this study might
include :
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1.

�g�

The use of subj ects of varying ages to help ascertain broad
trends.
2.

Expository ..Texts

The use of other text types, i.e . expository to investigate
the notion of text structures seen as schemata and their
facilitative effect upon language-users ' comprehension and
recall of them.
3

Prolonged. ..Recall

The relationship between internalising a specific schematic
structure and the ability of language-users who possess such
a structure to recall texts (of that type) after a prolonged
interval.
4.

La rg� ��ple

A study similar to the one reported, using a larger sample,
to increase the generalizability of the findings.
5.

Act ion Rese a rch

A

more

naturalistic

approach,

i.e.,

a_ction... ... .resea_rch,

involving classroom teachers and their students, might give
more validity to the findings.
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Limitations .of .... the. . Findings

The general limitations of the ·study were set out in Chapter 1 .
These will be discus sed in more detail, as well as additional
reasons f or caution, which became evident as the study progressed .

The _Sample.

This was not truly representative of all year six

students because only two year six classes were involved.

The experi mental and control groups cons isted of s kilful, i . e. , top
range and 1�!:l.!:l :!3. �Llf:µJ listeners,

i. e . , bottom range,

students .

The absence of middle-range students decreased its strength as a
genuine, random sample even of students drawn from a high soc io
economi c area.

Special.....T reataen t. of..... studen ts

The spec ial treatment given to students in the experi mental groups,
may have promoted a Hawt_horne ... Effect.

Therefore, the results need

to be considered accordingly.

TheDt?P�!l.4�11:.t Y<.1:1.'.'.i.<.1:PJ e

The dependent vari able in the Study was 1.:m:l.l.l�<H�t.� ...J:�fall of the
orally-presented text.
correlate

of

the

Recall is only a reasonable measure or

process

investigated

and

results

should

be

cons idered in the light of other contaminating influences which may
have impaired the results.
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Concluding____Statement
This

study

was

concerned

with

an

investigation

facilitative effects of internalising a high-level,

into

the

narrative,

schematic structure on language-users ' abilities to comprehend and
recall narrative texts.
In recent years, the analysis of textual components and structures
around which successful narratives are created has interested a
number of researchers.

Among these are Martin (1985), Rothery

(1981), Christie (1985) and others.
If the investigation has made a unique contribution, it probably
lies in the demonstration of the possibilities for considering text
structures in terms of being high-level schemata .
The present study appears to be the first to investigate the
importance of considering the narrative structure in terms of a
schema to facilitate the comprehension and recall of narratives.
Therefore,

the findings are tentative and characterized by a

variety of restrictive limitations.

In this case, the usefulness

of its contribution will be measured by the definitive studies that
grow out of it.
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